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. On view 2D or 3D design possibility.

. Drawing with Orthogonal functionality. 

. Various Osnap functions.

. Various Zoom possibilities.

. Import of tools and suction cups data from the machine control.

. Tools data and suction cups position programming.

. Management of both geometries and machinings with several CAD 

  functions (delete, copy, paste, move, rotate, etc..).

. Symmetrical programming of both entities (Mirror function).

. Rectangular and circular series programming of both geometries

  and machinings (Array function).

. Manual dimensioning of any entity, both for video and for printing.

. Customized lay-out prints.

. Definition of user working planes (slanted planes). 

. Vertical, horizontal or tilted drillings: single holes, hole barriers or

  hole series on given geometries. 

. Vertical, horizontal  or tilted routings, on any processable geometry.

. Programming of millings lead In/Out, Start/End points, speeds.

. Linear or concentric pocketings on closed solid geometry of any form.

. Automatic recognition of the internal parts (holes) of pocketings.

 CAD environment with AutoDesk® 2008 engine and functionalities.

. Cam utility for internal corner cleaning of any processable profile 

  (function useful for doors).

. Management of machinings with conic tools on closed geometries 

  (3D engravings).

. Management of work sequences from the machining tree.

. Parametric Macro programming with Excel-like macro language. 

. Manual sorting (by selection on drawing) of machinings sequence

. Machinings reports saved as Excel spreadsheet or as text file.

. Automatic check for programmes feasibility.

. Visualisation of machinings with 3D solid view.

. Tool head simulation with 3D view possibility.

. Text and symbols, from true type fonts, as workable geometries.

. Blocks  of various entities which can be included in any design.

. Connection with digitizer for points acquisition on a profile. 

. Automatic generation of machinings sequences from a drawing

  according to a predefined machining profiles (Genio wizard).

. Export programmes for CNC Working Centre.

. Import programmes for Xilog *.xxl or *.pgm  format.

. Direct connection (both *.dwg or *.dxf) with AUTOCAD® 14, 

  20xx, LT, Lt20xx.

. Customised toolbars, environment and colours.

. Import and programming of 

  tooling data (num, type, length, 

  diameter, speeds, face, etc..) 

. Definition and drawing of 

  shaped tool profiles.
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